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Abstract — Leader election is the process of choosing a leader for symmetry breaking where each node in the network eventually
decides whether it is a leader or not. This paper proposes a new leader election algorithm to solve the problem of leader failure in
three dimensional torus networks. The proposed algorithm solves the election problem despite the existent of link failure. In a
network of N nodes connected by three dimensional torus network, the new algorithm needs O(N) messages to elect a new leader in
O3 N time steps. These results are valid for two cases: the simple case where the leader failure is detected by one node, and the
worst case where the failure is discovered by N-1 nodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Leader failure is one of the most fundamental problems in
distributed systems. This problem can be solved by Leader
Election Algorithms (LEAs). These algorithms move the system
from an initial state where all the nodes are in the same
computation state into a new state where only one node is
distinguished computationally (called leader) and all other nodes
aware of this leader [3, 4, 8]. LEAs solve the instability problem
in the network, which is caused by leader failure. LEAs aim to
elect one node to be a new leader. The new leader is identified by
some characteristics that other network nodes do not have. When
the algorithm is terminated, the network is returned to normal
state with one node as a leader, while all other nodes aware of
this leader.

LEAs are widely used in centralized systems to solve single
point failure problem [5]. For example, in Client-Server, the
LEAs are used when the server fails, and the system needs to
transfer the leadership to another station. The LEAs are also used
in token ring. When the node that has the token fails, the system
should select a new node to have the token [3].

In distributed systems, there are many network
topologies like hypercube, meshes, torus, ring, bus…etc [33].
These topologies may be either hardware processors, or software
processes embedded over other hardware topology [9, 18, 16, 2].
in our previous work [25] leader failure problem in 2D torus
networks with the presence of one link failure was presented and
solved, this paper focuses on the 3D torus topology where one
node should serve as a leader. This paper proposes a new election
algorithm to solve leader failure in 3D torus network
Distributed systems are used to increase the computational automatically. Also it guarantees to solve the leader failure
speed of problem solving. These systems use a number of problem despite of the existing of one link failure.
computers which cooperate with each other to execute tasks. The
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related
control of distributed algorithms requires one node to act as a work. Section 3 describes the 3D torus model structure and
controller (or leader). If the leader crashes or fails for any reason, properties. Section 4 presents the new algorithm in different
a new leader must be automatically elected to keep the network ways. Mathematical proof for the time steps and message
working. The LEA's solves this problem by substituting the failed complexity is presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the
leader by a new elected one [4, 33, 34].
results and suggests future works.
Election process is a program distributed over all nodes. It
starts when the leader failure is detected either by one node, or by
II. RELATED WORK
a subset of nodes up to N-1 (where N is the number of network
Leader election algorithms have been extensively
nodes) in the worst case. It terminates when the new leader is
studied
[3,
4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29,
elected and all other nodes become aware of the new leader.
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30, 31, 39]. In these studies, the researchers presented different
Abu-Amara and Loker [3], considered the problem of, fault
methods to deal with the leader election algorithms. In distributed tolerant, leader election in asynchronous complete (fully
systems, a major problem is the leader failure and the relevant connected) distributed networks.
leader election algorithm. The proposed election algorithms vary
In [8] the election problem in hypercube networks was
based on the following:
studied, by using two models: sense of direction with
- The nature of the algorithms (Dynamic vs. Static) [8, 13, 25, 1, dimensional and sense of direction with distance models. The
26].
proposed algorithm needs (log3N) time steps using (N)
messages. Self-stabilizing algorithm for leader election in a tree
- Node Identity (ID) (unique identity vs. anonymous ID,
graph was proposed in [5]. In [22] Authors presented two new
Distinguished vs. not distinguished) [39].
leader election algorithms for mobile ad-hoc networks.
- Topology type (ring, tree, complete graph, meshes, torus,
In [32] Sudarshan et al, proposed two cheat-proof election
hypercube …etc) [3, 10, 25, 26, 35].
algorithms: Secure Extreme Finding Algorithm (SEFA), and
- Communication mechanism used (synchronous vs. Secure Preference-based Leader Election Algorithm (SPLEA).
Both algorithms assume asynchronous distributed system in
asynchronous) [25, 26].
which the various rounds of election proceed in a lock-step
- Transmission media (wired vs. wireless or radio) [14].
fashion. Mathematical proof is usually used to verify the
algorithms’ correctness. And the big O notation is used as a mean
- The presence of failures such as link failure [3, 25].
to obtain the complexity [19] of the number of messages and
The leader election solution was first thought of at the time steps, which identifies the domain factors of the algorithm
end of the seventies, it was started by the ring and complete complexity [10, 12]. In certain cases simulation was used to
networks [3, 21, 30]. In the nineties meshes, hypercube and trees validate the algorithms’ correctness and to measure their cost
were studied. To date, these topologies and wireless networks are [28].
still being studied [14, 20].
To the best of our knowledge none of the presented
In [25], we proposed LEA to solve leader failure problem in algorithms in literature have been proposed to solve the leader
2D torus networks with the presence of one link failure. In a failure election in a 3D torus mesh.
network of N nodes connected by two dimensional torus
network, the algorithm uses O(N) messages to elect a new leader
III. MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND PROPERTIES
in O 2 N time steps.
Three-dimensional torus is one of the most common networks
In [29], Singh proposed a protocol for leader election tolerant for multicomputers due to their desirable properties, such as ease
to intermittent link failure in the complete graph network. The of implementation and ability to reduce message latency [15].
message complexity of the protocol was O(N2).
Three-dimensional torus interconnection networks have been
In [21] Molina Presented an algorithm to solve the leader used in recent research and commercial distributed memory
failure for a complete network. That algorithm is one of the parallel computers. Examples of such multicomputers are the
IBM BlueGene/L [40], the Cray T3D [17], the Cray XT3. An
earliest LEAs and it was called Bully algorithm.
important advantage of the 3D torus over the 2D torus is its
In [35] Authors presented a novel algorithm that reduces the
lower diameter and higher bisection width, which means that it
information necessary to elect a leader compared with other
can achieve reductions in communication delays given the same
leader election algorithms for complete networks.
number of processors.
In [12] Fredrickson and Lynch assumed that the processes are
In 3D Torus network, interconnection topology is a torus
physically or logically ordered, So that each process knows who graph with N = X * Y * Z nodes (where X is the number of
its successor is. The election message is built when any process nodes in the X dimension, and Y is the number of nodes in the Y
detects that the leader is not functioning. The process sends dimension, and Z is the number of nodes in the Z dimension of
messages containing its number to the successor. If the successor the torus network). 3D torus network is similar to 3D mesh,
is down, the sender will skip over it and go on to the next number except in 3D torus there are connections between the first and
along the ring. During each step the sender adds its own number the last nodes (boundaries) in each dimension. These
to a list in the message. Eventually, the message gets back to the
connections make all nodes connected with six neighbors (Left,
process that started it. That process recognizes this event when it
Right, Front, Back, Up and Down) to present more flexible
receives an incoming message containing its own process
number. At that point, the process sends a leader message to topology [37, 38]. Figure-1 shows three dimensional torus
network (9, 4 ,4).
inform all the processes about the new leader.
In [36] Authors proposed an election algorithm for the oriented
hyper butterfly networks with O(Nlog N) messages.

Z

In [13] Gerard, proposed an election algorithm for oriented
hypercube, where each edge is assumed to be labeled with its
dimension in the hypercube. When N represents the size of the
cube, the algorithm exchanges O(N) messages and uses
O(Log2N) time steps to solve the problem.

Y
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Figure 1. 3D torus (7, 4, 4)
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- Position: The label of its position.
- Leader ID, Leader position.
- Phase ( to store the current phase during the algorithm
execution) and step (to store the step number in this
phase).
- State: leader or normal or candidate.

In this paper, we use the following model:

The multicomputers consist of N nodes, labeled 0, 1, 2… N1.
2. The nodes physically form an
X * Y * Z, (rows) *
(columns) * (Depth), three-dimensional torus.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
3. Communication is allowed with one node only at a time.
Multi–cast is not implemented in the hardware.
This section describes and presents the proposed algorithm in
4. A node can send or receive simultaneously to and from the phases. Each phase composed of many steps. Before describing
the algorithm, the definition of the following variables will assist
same or different nodes.
5.
The network uses XYZ-routing: a message is routed within a in understand the algorithm:
row to the column that contains the destination node and
Node State: during the execution of the algorithm each
subsequently routed within the column.
node will be in one of the following states:
6. Each node is connected to neighbors by six links as shown in
 Normal: the network is normal and no leader failure is
Figure 2.
UP (2)
detected by this node.
Front (5)
 Candidate: there is a failure and the election process is
+Z
+Y
in progress inside this node.
 Leader: only one node must have this state in a stable
network, while this state is absence after leader failure.
+X Right (1)
Left (4) -X
The algorithm is composed of five phases briefed as
follows:
1.

Back (6) -Y

-Z
Down (5)

Figure-2 Node Links

A torus network has advantages that make it one of the
preferable topologies. Torus is an attractive Structure for
parallel processing due to its symmetry and regularity [37].
Diameter of the Torus is X + Y + Z. Node labels as (x,y,z) and
use X-Y-Z routing techniques. The number of links is
3*(X*Y*Z). In fact, it has been shown to be a very versatile
and robust. 3D torus is capable of executing several efficient
parallel algorithms and it is a suitable architecture for design
tightly coupled systems in both parallel and distributed systems.

In phase one, node(s) that detects the leader failure informs
all nodes in 2D torus X, Y in the same Z level about the failure.
These nodes will then change their states from normal to
candidate. In phase two, nodes in candidate state start the
election process by sending an election message in the Z axes
to obtain the election result for each column in the 2D torus with
Z = 0 (X,Y,0). In phase three, nodes in the first 2D torus Z = 0
make the election in the Y axes for Y coordinate to obtain the
result in one row, in Y = 0, Z=0 row, which is (X,0,0). In phase
four, nodes on the X axis make the election in one row to obtain
the result in one node X=0, Y=0, Z=0. In the last phase, nodes
that are aware of the new leader information, from phase 4,
broadcast this information to all nodes.
The following
paragraphs present the details of each phase:

Phase One: The algorithm starts by node(s) that detects
leader failure. This node changes its state to candidate. It sends
failure messages through X axes (+X, -X) and through Y axes
1. All communication links are bidirectional.
(+Y, -Y) to inform all neighbors in the same 2D torus (same Z
2. Routers should work all the time even with fault node because level) about the failure. Each node receives failure message do
the fault is in leader properties.
the following:
3. Leader node could fail due to different reasons which lead to
 Node state is changed to candidate.
lose of the leadership property. Other nodes can detect this
 Pass the failure message to the opposite direction through the
failure, when the time out exceed without acknowledgement.
opposite links depending on the direction it has received the
Nodes that detect this failure start the election algorithm.
message.
4. To LEA, each node calculates a weight that defines its relative
 Starts phase two: selects its ID as greater ID, and sends
importance. Then, compares it with the weight of other nodes
election message through links +Z. The election message is
that it has received and propagate the maximum weight. This
composed of (message type, phase, step, greater ID, and
weight is represented by distinguish identification (ID) for each
position of the greater ID, message initiator). If the state is
node.
candidate, the received message is ignored because candidate
5. Link failure during algorithm execution may occur.
nodes had been informed by the leader failure.
6. Leader failure may be detected by a subset of nodes
Note: to avoid the probability of link failure in phase one, the
(concurrent failure). This case becomes complicated when the
proposed
algorithm sends failure messages in two directions ( left
failure is detected by N-1 nodes (worst case).
and
right)(-X,+X)
in X axis and (front and back) (-Y,+Y) in Y
7. Each node has the following variables:
axis. Phase one guarantee that all nodes in the 2D level that has
- ID: A unique value for the election process.
This Research assumes the following:
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the node(s), which detects the failure, are informed about the
X-axis broadcast: node (0,0,0) sends leader message in two
leader failure. Each node from this level directly starts phase 2 by directions through links -X and +X (left, right) to inform all
sending an election message in the column Z.
nodes in the x axis of the new leader information even if there is
a link failure.
Phase Two: Candidate nodes that have been informed about
leader failure in phase one, send an election messages through Z Y-axis broadcast: In the same way, node (0,0,0) and its X axis
axis (Up). Any node receives the election message compare it’s nodes send the leader message to nodes in front and back (+Y,ID with the received ID, and continues with the greater ID. Y) to inform the Y axis of the new leader information.
When the election message reaches the node that started the
Z-axis broadcast: all nodes in the 2D (X, Y, 0) send the leader
process, it sends the result of the election to the first node in the
message
through links Up and down (+Z,-Z) to inform Z axis of
column. The proposed algorithm puts the results of phase two in
the
new
leader
information. Each node that receives the Z axis
the first node of each column with (Z=0) i.e. (X,Y,0). This phase
broadcast
changes
its state to normal and change their contents
faces two problems, concurrent initialization of phase 2 in the
information
according
to the leader message (Any node aware of
same (0,0,Z) and link failure. To deal with the first problem: any
the
new
leader
in
phase
five ignores any new message about
candidate node receives an election message, if its coordinators
election
algorithm).
position is greater than the initiator of the message coordinators
position; it will ignore the message because it has started phase
In phase five initiators of the leader message, within the X, Y,
two so there is no need to repeat the process. If there is no link Z axis send the leader message in two directions, to tolerate the
failure, the result for the column is found in the node that probability of link failure.
complete the ring. This node sends the result to the node labeled
In the following a pseudo code for the proposed algorithm is
(X, Y, 0).
presented. A number of assumptions and variables have to
To solve the link failure problem, the node that sends an be assigned as follows:
election message, waits for acknowledgment. If the node doesn’t  Each node has the following variables:
receive this message after a time out, it detects that there is a link
1.
Local ID: the node ID that participate in the
failure. The role of the node that detects the link failure is, to
election process.
send link-failure message through the link to its left then the node
2.
Local Pos: The node position.
that receives the link-failure message from the right forwards it

The
algorithm
uses five types of messages:
through (up) and then left to bypass the failure. To complete the
1.
Election:
Composed
of: Phase (1 to 5), step, ID( the
process the algorithm, sends the result to node labeled (X,Y,0).
winner
ID),
Pos
(the
winner position), initiator of the
After the completion of phase two, 2D torus with Z=0 has the
message.
result so the election inside this part will take place in phase
2. Leader: contains the new leader (ID and position).
three.
3. Link-Failure: Similar to the election message, except the
Phase Three: Nodes, that finished phase two with X position type to pass the link failure.
equal 0, (0,Y,0) start phase three by sending election messages 4. Column-result: is used in phase two to inform column
through X axes ( right, or +X). Any node receives the election
result to the first row.
message compare its ID with the received ID, it continue with the
greater ID. If sender doesn’t receive acknowledgment message 5. Failure: is used to inform about the leader failure
after time out, it assumes that there is a link failure. To solve this detection.
problem, it sends link-failure message through link Z-axis (up)  Each node is in one of four states:
1. Normal: when the node is unaware of any failure and
then link X- axis(right) and forward it down to bypass the link
the network is stable.
failure. The proposed algorithm conclude the results of phase
2. Candidate: when the node is aware of the failure and the
three in the row with (X,0,0) coordinates.
node is participating in the election process.
Phase Four: After finishing phase three the new leader ID is
3. Leader: one node must have this state in a stable
available in row labeled (X,0,0). When node (0,0,0) finish phase
network.
three, it starts phase four by sending an election message through
4. Failure: when the node lose the leader character. Figure
X-axis(right). Any node that receives phase four election
4 shows the pseudo code for the proposed algorithm.
message from left direction, it sends an acknowledgment
message. It compares IDs and sends phase four election message
to the right of X. If the sender doesn’t receive the
acknowledgment message after time out, it detects there is a link
failure. To solve this problem in this phase, it sends link-failure
message through link Z-axis (up) then link X- axis (right) and
forward it down to bypass the link failure. Phase four is
terminated when the phase four election message is received by
node (0, 0, 0). This node starts phase five by broadcasting the
result to all nodes.
Phase Five: At the end of phase four, only one node is aware
of the new leader information. This node broadcasts the result as
follows:
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V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance evaluation is carried out by computing the
number of messages and time steps. The analyses
process is carried out for two cases. The first case is the
simple case, when the failure is detected by one node.
While the second case, is when the leader failure is
detected by subset of nodes which can reach all nodes in
the worst case.
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1. Case state = Normal
Upon detecting failure
{
State = Candidate
Phase = 1
Send inform message in links (1,3,4 and 6)
Phase =2
Send election message on link (2)
Wait for Ack message
}
Upon receive inform message from link L
{
Pass Inform message on Link (L+2) mod 6 +1.
State = Candidate
Phase = 2
Step = 1
Send election message on link (2)
Wait for Ack message
}
Upon receiving election message from link 5
{
State = Candidate phase = 2
Compare received ID with Local-ID and select the Winner-ID
Step = Step +1
Send election message on link (2)
Wait for Ack message
}

step =0
Send election message on link 4
Wait for Ack message
}

If Phase = 3 then
{
Up on receive election message from link 1 ( right)
select the greater-ID; increment step
If Step = X (Network Length) then
Phase = 4; step = 0;
If (x=0,z=0, y=Y;Send election message on link 6(–y) backward
Else
Send election message on link 4 (left)
Wait for Ack message
If time out without receive Ack message from link L then
{
Use denture to pass the message as in phase 2

}
If (Phase = 4)
Up on receive election message from link 3 (+ z)
select the greater-ID; increment step
If Step = z (Network Depth) then
Phase = 5;step = 0;
If (x=0,z=0, y=0;
State = normal; Send Leader message on link (1,4)
If Step < z (Network Depth) then
Increment step; send election message on link 3
Wait for ack message

2- Case state = Candidate
Upon Receiving Election message

If (Phase = 2)
{

If time out without receive Ack message from link L then
{
Use denture to pass the message as in phase 2

Compare received ID with Local-ID and select the Winner-ID
If Step = Z (Network height) then
Send Height-Leader message to node(x,y,0) (node same column
and first_2D torus)
Else
{
Step = Step+1
Send election message on link (2)
Wait for Ack message
Send ackt message on link (5)
}
If time out without receive Ack message from link l then
{
Send link-failure message on link L+1
}
}
Upon receiving link-failure message
If the message was received from link 5, then forward it on link 1
If the message was received from link 4, then forward it on link 5
If the message was received from link 2, then
{
Compare received ID with Local-ID and select the Winner-ID
If Step =Z (Network height) then
Send Height-Leader message to node(x,y,0) (node same column
and first_2D torus)
Else
{
Step = Step+1
Send election message on link (2)
}
Upon Receiving Column-Leader message
{
Phase = 3,
If z = 0 and x = X
Select greater ID

}
Upon Receiving Leader message
If the state is normal or leader disregard the message
If the message from link 1 or 4 then
{
Pass the message to inverse link
State = normal
Send Leader message on links 2 and 5
}
If the message from link 2 or 5
{
State = normal
Pass the message to inverse link
Send Leader message on links 3 and 6
}
If the message from link 3 or 6
State = normal
Pass the message to inverse link
End the algorithm

In the following sub-section number of messages and time steps
are computed for all cases.
- Number of Messages
Theorem (1) : assume that we have N number of nodes in three
dimensional torus network. Then, leader election algorithm
needs O (N) messages to complete.
Proof:
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Number of messages is computed for each phase. Then, add the
results to get the total number used by the algorithm, proof are
for simple case and worst case, as follow:
Simple Case: In phase one each node receives one message
except the last two nodes, which receive one extra message for
each of them, when they send the last message before receiving
from inverse direction. So, the number of messages needed to
complete phase one is
X +2
(1)
Phase Two: As in phase one the inform messages are sent
from nodes in line (x, 0, 0) through Y axis to inform nodes in (x,
y, 0) so the number of messages will be:
X *(Y+2)
(2)
Phase Three: X*Y candidate nodes start the election by sending
election messages through links labeled 2. In each step from one
to Z the algorithm needs X*Y messages. Same number of
messages is required for acknowledgments. X*Y messages are
needed to inform the first 2D torus about columns-result. This
formulated as in the following formula:
Z 1

[ 2( X * Y )]  2(X * Y)  2XYZ  2XY
i 0

(3)

2(XYZ) messages
(9)
Phase Two: all nodes start phase two simultaneously so each
node sends two messages in links 3 and 6. Phase two is finished
after one step because all nodes informed about leader failure.
The number of messages is:
2XYZ
(10)
Phase Three: All nodes start phase three simultaneously by
sending election messages through link 2. All nodes also send
acknowledgement messages. Therefore, step1 needs 2XYZ
messages. Algorithm needs 2XY for each step from 2 to Z. To
send the result
to the first 2D algorithm needs 2XY. The
number of messages needed in this phase is in formula 11:
Z

2XYZ+

 2 XY

+2XY= 4XYZ +2XY

(11)

I 2

Phases (4, 5 and 6) are the same as in the simple case so, the
total number of messages used by the algorithm in the worst
case is computed by adding messages in formulas (11,10,11, 4,
5, 6) in addition to 9 messages to cover the link failure and as
shown in formula 12:
2XYZ + 2XYZ + 4XYZ +2XY + 2Z + XYZ +3XY +3X + 2 + 9
= 9XYZ + 5XY +3X + 2Z + 11
(12)

Phase Four: Nodes (x, y, 0) needs Y election messages through
link 4 to start the phase, and waits for acknowledgement. When X= Y = Z = 3
N the previous equation equals:
Eventually, the result reaches to nodes in row labeled (0,y,0)
9N + 5 3 N 2 + 5 3 N + 11 = O(N) messages
(13)
after this the number of messages is:
X 1
The results in 8 and 13 proof theorem (1)
(4)
2Y = 2 XY.
i 0
- Time Steps
Phase Five: Node (0, 0, z) starts leader election in Z axes, each Theorem (2): Assume that we have N number of nodes in three
node, along Z axes, sends election message and receives dimensional torus networks. Then, leader election algorithm
acknowledgement. The result reaches to node (0, 0, 0) after this needs 3
O N time steps to complete.
the number of messages is:
Proof:
Z 1
The needed time steps by the algorithm are the summation of
(5)
2=2Z
time steps for each phase. In the following we apply the
i 0
Phase Six: Node (0, 0, 0) starts row broadcast by sending leader computations to the simple case and then to the worst case as.
messages through links 1 and 4. As shown in phase 1 and 2, Simple case: in phase one 1tep 1, one node detects leader failure
X+2 and X *(Y+2) messages are needed for row and depth and and sends leader-failure message to the right and left neighbors.
XY *(Z+2) for columns. Number of messages needed to inform Steps 2 to X/2 + 1. In each step, nodes that receive leader-failure
messages forward the message through the inverse link, and
the leader message to all nodes is:
sends acknowledgement message. Number of time steps is equal
(X+2) + X *(Y+2) + XY *(Z+2)
to:
= XYZ +3XY +3X + 2
(6)
X/2+1
(14)
To cover the link failure in phases (three, four, five), the
algorithm needs three messages. So, the total number of Phase Two: Same way as in phase one but through Y rows, so
messages used by the algorithm is computed by adding phase two needs
Y/2 + 1 steps
(15)
messages in equations ( 1 to 6) and as shown in Equation 7:
Phase Three: In step one all candidate nodes send election
X +2 + X *(Y+2) +2(XYZ) +2 XY +2 Z + XYZ +3XY +3X + 2 messages to the upper neighbors through links labeled 2 (Up).
Step 2 to step Z: nodes receive the election messages make the
+3 = 3XYZ + 6XY + 6X + 2Z + 7
(7)
3
When X=Y =Z = N then XYZ =N, so the total messages by comparison and pass election messages up with the greater ID.
After Z -1 steps the result of the column leader is found in phase
using N is expressed in Formula 8:
three initiator node. These nodes need another step to send
3N + 6 3 N 2 + 8 3 N + 7 = O(N) messages
(8)
column results to nodes with coordinators (x,y,0) . So the
Worst Case in phase One all nodes detect the leader failure
algorithm needs (Z+1) steps to complete phase 2 as in Equation
simultaneously. To start the algorithm each node sends two
6:
messages in links 1 and 4. Phase one is finished after one
1+Z-1+1 = Z+1
(16)
step because all nodes state transform to candidate. The
Phase Four: Nodes with coordinators (x, y, 0) start election
number of messages is equal
process in step one by sending the greater ID through link 6
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(back). This process continues as follow: Step 2 to step Y: Any
node receive the election message, makes the comparison and
sends election message with greater ID to the back neighbor.
Phase four is terminated when nodes (x, 0, 0) receive the
election message from link 3 (front). This phase needs:
Y steps
(17)
Phase Five: Node (x, 0, 0) starts election process in step one by
sending the greater ID through link 4 (left). This process
continues as follow: Step 2 to step X: Any node receive the
election message, makes the comparison and sends election
message with greater ID to the left neighbor. Phase four is
terminated when node (0, 0, 0) receive the election message
from link 1 (right). This process needs X steps.
To tolerate the probability of the presence of one link failure in
phase 3, 4 and 5 the algorithm needs 3 steps as explained in the
algorithm description. So the total steps for this phase:
X+ 3 steps
(18)
Phase Six: Since node(0,0) has the new leader information and it
sends this information in two directions (left and right), the row
broadcasting is terminate after X/2 steps and extra step may
occur if X is odd. Same idea for depth broadcasting (Y/2+1)
steps and column broadcasting (Z/2+1) steps. So, the total
number for this phase is:
X/2+1+ Y/2+1+ Z/2+1 steps
(19)
The total time steps needed by the algorithm in simple case are
the summation of time steps in (14 to 18) is as in Equation 20:
X/2 + 1+Y/2+1+ Z+1+Y +X+3 +X/2+1+ Y/2 + 1 + Z/2 +1 =
2X+2Y+ (3 *Z) /2 +9 Time steps
(20)

When X= Y = Z = 3 N , the number of time steps can be
expressed as in Equation 21:
(21)
11 3 N  7  O(3 N )
2

Worst case: In the worst case when all nodes detect the leader
failure simultaneously, the time steps will be as follow.
Phase one: all nodes start the algorithm by sending leaderfailure message. All nodes state becomes candidate after one
time step. Therefore, phase one needs one time step to complete.
Phase two: after one step phase two is terminated and all nodes
start phase 3. Therefore, phase two also needs one time step to
complete.
Phase Three: in step one, all nodes start phase two. In step two,
one node in each column continues the election, while all other
nodes in the same column stop the process. So, the number of
time steps in this phase is equal Z, and need one step for column
result message. Thus the total for phases 1,2 and 3 is:
Z+3 steps
(22)
Phases (4, 5 and 6 ) are the same as in the simple case. The total
time steps needed by the algorithm in the worst case are the
summation of equations (22, 17, 18, and 19) and as follow:
1+ 1+Z+1 +Y+X + 3 +X/2+1 + Y/2 + 1+ Z/2+1 =
3/2X + 3/2Y + 3/2Z +9 Time steps
(23)
When X= Y = Z = 3 N , the number of time steps can be
expressed as in Equation 15:
9

3

2

N 9 =

O3 N steps

The results in 21 and 24 proof theorem (2)

(24)

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a leader election algorithm for a 3D torus
network is proposed. Algorithm performance was evaluated by
calculating the number of messages and the overall time steps
needed by the algorithm. In a network of N nodes connected by
a three dimensional torus network (X,Y,Z), the performance is
evaluated in simple case, when leader failure is detected by one
node and in the worst case, when leader failure is detected by
(N-1) nodes. For all cases, the number of messages is O(N) in
O3 N steps.
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